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Abstract

Concert/C is a new language for distributed C programming that extends ANSI C to support
distribution and process dynamics. Concert/C provides the ability to create and terminate processes,
connect them together, and communicate among them. It supports transparent remote function calls
(RPC) and asynchronous messages. Interprocess communications interfaces are typed in Concert/C,
and type correctness is checked at compile time wherever possible, otherwise at runtime. All C data
types, including complex data structures containing pointers and aliases, can be transmitted in RPCs.
Concert/C programs run on a heterogeneous set of machine architectures and operating systems
and communicate over multiple RPC and messaging protocols. The current Concert/C implementation runs on AIX 3.21 , SunOS 4.1, Solaris 2.2 and OS/2 2.1, and communicates over Sun RPC,
OSF/DCE and UDP multicast. Several groups inside and outside IBM are actively using Concert/C,
and it is available via anonymous ftp from software.watson.ibm.com:/pub/concert.

1 Introduction
This paper describes Concert/C, a new language for distributed programming. We describe the basic
Concert/C features needed to write signicant Concert/C programs. We also show example Concert/C
programs, and present comparisons with traditional RPC technology to motivate our design choices.
The objective of the Concert project is to develop tools to improve the productivity of people writing
distributed programs for use in today's rich networking environments. Since most workstation and
PC programmers write in C, we chose to extend C. We added a minimal set of new concepts, types,
and operators, and reused existing C features whenever possible, so that a C programmer could learn
Concert/C easily. In addition, we made Concert/C programs link-compatible with existing C object code
to avoid sweeping recompilation of legacy code.
In big organizations, most LANs connect a heterogeneous set of machines, including personal computers running DOS, Windows, OS/2 and NetWare, Macintoshs, and workstations running di erent avors
of Unix. A variety of protocols run over these nets, including SNA, TCP/IP, NetBios and SPX/IPX. We
designed Concert/C to exist in this environment. Our compiler is portable to any system with an ANSI
C compiler, and our \multi-protocol" run-time can communicate over a heterogeneous set of protocols.
We chose to implement Concert/C as a language, rather than a set of library functions like PVM 33]
or a set of library functions plus a stub compiler like SUN ONC assisted by tools such as rpcgen 32]. We
made this decision because language-integrated support for distributed programming can o er a higher
level of functionality than other approaches, as we demonstrate in section 3.
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2 The Concert/C Language
Concert/C 3, 4] is a superset of ANSI C. Like an ANSI C program, a Concert/C program is built from
separately compiled source les combined in a link step. Constructing it di ers from constructing an
ANSI C program only in the use of the Concert/C compiler (ccc) instead of an ANSI C compiler (e.g.
cc) for those source les which contain Concert extensions.
Concert/C is fully link-compatible with ANSI C, so only a small fraction of the application will
typically need to be compiled with ccc. Ccc is actually implemented as a preprocessor using ANSI C
as its back end, which enhances portability, helps ensure object code compatibility, and allows ANSI C
debuggers to be used. A Concert/C program is a normal executable, and may be placed into execution
by all the usual means.
The design of Concert/C's extensions exploits the fact that ccc reads application source les containing both interface declarations and program logic. Although ccc does not transform the program
logic (for example, Concert/C has no control- ow primitives not taken directly from ANSI C), it can nd
many errors and automate certain functions which it could not if it saw only interface declarations. We
call this a single-translator approach because, ccc can translate anything that cc can (in practice, it does
not always need to).
Our single-translator approach contrasts with that of \add-on" RPC packages (such as SUN ONC,
Apollo NCS, or OSF DCE), which may be characterized as a two-translators approach. In that approach
the C compiler reads all of the program's original executable logic while an IDL translator or stub compiler
(for example, rpcgen), reads interface denitions. Neither translator can read the other's source les,
so the original executable logic is joined with the stub compiler's \canned" logic for marshalling and
demarshalling of messages only at link time. This limits the extent to which the tool can help the
programmer.
We describe the features and language extensions of Concert/C below. These fall into six general
categories. While add-on packages could theoretically provide some help in each of the areas listed below,
most provide only RPC, a single method for exchanging bindings, and (in the more recent ones) a strategy
for demultiplexing requests based on locally concurrent threads. Some provide messaging, but none that
we know of provides any help with process management. A complete facility for distributed computing
must cover all these areas.
Despite the fact that Concert/C uses a single-translator approach, not every feature is provided as a
language extension language extensions are introduced only where there is signicant \mileage" to be
gained. We publish explicit runtime library calls, or use preprocessor macros, for other cases where a
language extension is not required. By convention, Concert/C language keywords have simple mnemonic
names while library functions and macros have names beginning with cn . The examples in section 3 will
illustrate these in more detail.
1. Transparent Remote Function Calls: Concert/C transparently \overloads" the C function call construct to embrace remote procedure call (RPC). If there are several remote instances of the same
interface, Concert/C uses di erent function pointer values as a way of determining to which instance a call is to be directed, rather than using a \handle" parameter for this purpose. In general,
a pointer to a remote function serves as a binding, conveying the capability to invoke that function.
Placing a function in the port or initial port storage class causes a message queue to be associated
with the function, enabling it to be called remotely.
2. Asynchronous Messaging: Concert/C adds one-way, asynchronous, queued messaging to the language. By analogy to function pointers, a pointer to a remote queue serves as a binding, conveying
the capability to enqueue a message.
The receiveport f message-type g type constructor denes a queue of messages of type messagetype (which may be any Concert/C type). The operation send( binding, message) sends message
to the queue to which binding refers, and the blocking operation receive( port, message-ref ) moves
a message from a queue into the variable pointed to by message-ref.

3. Process Management: Concert/C adds process management to the language. The new types
process and program describe Concert/C processes and programs. A Concert/C program can
start another Concert/C program executing on the same or a di erent machine using the create(
program, binding-ref ) operation. The binding-ref argument is a pointer to a binding variable in the
parent, which is initialized by create to provide a logical connection to the child (specically, a
pointer the the initial port in the child) which is immediately usable for either RPC or messaging.
Create also returns a value of type process, which can later be used by the terminate operation
to kill the created process.
4. Distributed Linking: Concert/C provides an extensible set of \External Binding Facilities" (EBFs)
which can store and retrieve Concert/C remote pointers to and from external media of various kinds.
Many popular methods of nding components in a distributed system are supported in this way,
including \well-known" ports (like the ones listed in /etc/services), the SUN ONC portmapper,
shared les, strings, and the OSF DCE cell-directory service. This becomes a vehicle both for
evolving the connectivity of a Concert/C application, and also for interoperating with popular
RPC-based components not written in Concert/C. When used in the latter way, EBFs transparently
map between Concert/C's use of \remote pointers" to express logical connectivity and whatever
method is used by the other component. EBFs are provided both in executable macro form and
in a convenient declarative form which is executed automatically at program start time. In some
cases, use of declarative EBFs removes the need to write a main function.
5. Demultiplexing: Concert/C provides the necessary demultiplexing primitives to permit a server to
make progress in the face of arbitrary request arrival orders. Included in this category is the ability
either to deal with an RPC in a \rendezvous" style as a procedure call or decompose it into \request"
and \response". The blocking operation accept( function-port-list ) automatically handles a call
to one of the function ports in the list when it arrives. The blocking operation select( queue-list )
and the non-blocking operation poll( queue-list ) return the index of a queue in queue-list that has
a message (poll returns 0 if no queue does). These can be used to schedule the message receive.
The new type cmsgffunction-typeg holds the \request" message associated with a remote call. The
operation reply issues the \response" to such a message, thus completing a decomposed call.
6. Communication of Complex Data Types: Concert/C permits arbitrary C data types, including
scalars, arrays, unions, and data structures built with pointers and aliases, to be transmitted in
interprocess communications. If the data being transmitted (as an argument to an RPC, or as a
message) contains pointers, then marshalling will make a deep copy { following the pointers2 , and
the pointers in the data they point to, and so on, copying the entire data structure for transmission.
Marshalling and demarshalling some data types requires more information about the data than standard C type declarations provide. The Concert/C programmer can provide additional information
by annotating the IPC data. Annotations can be placed on declarations of data types communicated between processes, and declarations and denitions of ports and bindings. The annotations
are also called attributes.
The use of attributes is unnecessary for \simple enough" functions. A function is \simple enough"
if it uses no unions, arrays are limited to character strings, pointers don't introduce any actual
aliases, and parameters pass information in the \obvious" directions (\in only" for non-pointers,
both directions for pointer-indirected arguments).
Attributes add several kinds of information to communications.
 Data description attributes expand on C's description of data types. For example, they indicate
the length of arrays, the presence of null-terminated character strings, and the case of unions.
 Communication direction attributes indicate the transmission direction of remote function call
parameters. An in argument is transmitted from the caller to the callee, an out argument
from the callee to the caller, and an in,out argument is transmitted both ways.
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However, the annotation opaque can instruct the marshaller to not follow a pointer.

Attribute

Meaning

Concert/C Attributes

How much memory is allocated to hold an array?
max length(i)
memory for an array of i elements is allocated.
Which direction is an argument transmitted?
in
argument is transmitted from caller to callee.
out
argument is transmitted from callee to caller.
in,out
argument is transmitted from caller to callee and from callee to caller.
What case is a union?
switch is( i )
identier i indicates the case of the union.
switch type(
type specier indicates the type of the union discriminant.
type specier)
case( case list ) case list identies the case the union is in when the discriminant has a
value appearing in case list.

Can a pointer reference an object that other pointers reference?
aliased
yes. marshaller detects aliases. aliased data at sending end becomes
aliased data at the receiving end.
no. marshaller does not detect aliases.

unique
How big an array should be transmitted?
length(i)
an array has i elements.
string
following the C character string convention, the array is terminated by
a null character.

Which allocated memory is freed by the marshaller?
keep(caller)
memory in caller or sender is not freed.
keep(callee)
memory allocated in callee is not freed.
discard(caller)
memory in caller or sender is freed.
discard(callee)
memory allocated in callee is freed following return.
Might a pointer be NULL?
optional
yes. check for NULL pointer when marshalling.
required
no. marshaller assumes pointer references data to transmit.
Figure 1: Concert/C attributes.


Storage retention attributes help control the marshaller's use of heap storage. Demarshalling

allocates heap memory to store some IPC data. Storage retention attributes control whether
the marshaller de-allocates these data.
Attributes appear in the syntax as a type-qualier, like const and volatile. They are given in a
comma separated list contained in square brackets: attribute1, attribute2,... ]
The Concert/C attributes are summarized in gure 1.

3 Examples and Comparisons
In this section, we present some detailed examples of the Concert/C language. We will show how each
extension is accomplished, and contrast it with what would be the case if we were limited to the twotranslators approach followed by add-on RPC packages. To make the discussion concrete, we will use
a single programming example (which we will elaborate as we go along), showing how Concert/C does
things, and also how the same thing would need to be done using public domain SUN ONC with rpcgen.

We chose this technology for the comparison because it is familiar and widely available, so most readers
will be able to try similar examples for themselves. In some areas, other packages (such as NCS or DCE)
may be more functional than public domain SUN ONC we will try to point these out. However, the
limitations on which we will focus most heavily are intrinsic to the two-translators approach, and are
true of all add-on RPC packages.

3.1 Transparent RPC, Single Server, Fixed Relationship

Our simplest example starts out with one client program and one server program. In the usual RPC
style, we will express the server rst as a subroutine to be called (perhaps) remotely. Its purpose is to
provide either an error code (if it fails) or (if it succeeds) a linked list of structures which constitutes a
report on machine resource utilization by user.
We started with this example because the two-translators approach does reasonably well with it. In
fact, the two-translators approach tends to do well as long as a client must interact with only one server
of a given type. Even here, however, Concert/C has some signicant advantages, stemming from the
programmer's ability to reason about types using one language rather than two, and from the simplied
mechanics of program construction.
Conceiving the example rst as a nondistributed, ANSI C program, its interface denition, contained
in a header le (example1.h), might look something like the following.

enum status { success, failure }
enum reason { not_authorized, system_error }
struct user { /* list of users and their utilization, expressed as a list */
struct user * next
char * name
unsigned long cpu
unsigned long memory
unsigned long disk
}
union result {
struct user * userlist
enum reason why_failure
}
enum status get_utilization(union result *answer)

A client should look something like this.
#include "example1.h"
main()
{
union result a
switch(get_utilization(&a))
{
case success:
/* display result list anchored at a.user_list */
break
case failure:
/* report failure reason from a.why_failure */
}
}

The server subroutine would look something like the following (omitting all the purely local logic).
#include "example1.h"

enum status get_utilization(union result * answer)
{
/* try to gather the statistics (never mind how) */
if (it_worked) {
answer->userlist = what_we_gathered
return success
}
else {
answer->why_failure = why_it_failed
return failure
}
}

In Concert/C, to make this a distributed client-server application, we just take the header le, and
annotate the denition of union result and the type of function get utilization.
switch_type(enum status)]
union result {
case(success)]
struct user * userlist
case(failure)]
enum reason why_failure
}
typedef enum status get_utilization_t(
out, switch_is(return)] union result *answer
)

We also changed the function denition to a type denition this was not strictly necessary but is a
convenience for later.
It is not necessary to recompile either the original client or the original server subroutine with ccc.
Instead, a server main procedure is obtained by using ccc to compile the following separate Concert/C
source le.
#include "example1.h"
extern port get_utilization_t get_utilization

use shared_file
export get_utilization {to "somefilename"}
automain
]]

The rst line is simply a declaration of the function get utilization in terms of its type. The port
keyword is a Concert/C extension which informs the compiler that the function in question might be
called remotely. The double brackets set o a section containing the declarative form of EBF syntax.
The use statement indicates which EBF is to be employed (the \shared le" EBF in this case), export
invokes some EBF-specic logic to export a function or message queue pointer to an external medium, and
automain requests an automatic main function which loops forever listening for requests to all exported
functions.
In the client, the simplest way to bind client and server together is to provide the matching declaration
and EBF syntax, again in a separate ccc source le.
#include "example1.h"
get_utilization_t get_utilization


use shared_file
import get_utilization {from "somefilename"}
]]

Note that we didn't use the port keyword here, because this module is not going to have it's
called remotely from any other module rather, get utilization is to be resolved
by importing from a shared le. Putting the Concert/C client extensions in a separate source le to
avoid recompilation was only a suggestion. The Concert/C client and server extensions could just as
easily have been placed in the same source les with the original client and server source.
In comparison, to provide the same functionality using the two-translators approach, one needs to
supply a separate IDL le. The following example shows one for rpcgen. While it resembles the original
header le, note that it di ers from ANSI C syntax, and thus the programmer must construct it separately.
get utilization

enum status { success, failure }
enum reason { not_authorized, system_error }
struct user {
user * next
string name<>
unsigned long cpu
unsigned long memory
unsigned long disk
}
union result switch (status discrim) {
case success:
user * userlist
case failure:
reason why_failure
}
program GET_U_PROG {
version GET_U_VERS {
result get_utilization (void) = 1
} = 1
} = 0x31234567

In contrast to Concert/C, the correspondence of IDL types in the IDL le to C types in the C source
is no longer exact. The enums retained their ANSI C syntax, but we had to deviate from ANSI C when
we got to the struct and the union. We needed the special type string. We also had to assign a name
(discrim) as well as a type (status) to the union discriminant, because rpcgen will actually generate
a structure with a union and the union's discriminant encapsulated inside it. The type name result
will actually refer to that structure, not the union. In order to use what rpcgen generates, we have
to understand that it has done this transformation (in general, the generated interface header le has
to be read). We were forced to relinquish the use of the identiers specied for the enum and struct
tags since rpcgen has automatically declared them as typedef names. Finally, we have had to accept a
compromise both on the name (it becomes get utilization 1, incorporating the version number) and
on the exact type signature of the remote function (it needs to return a single output and take into
account the \encapsulated" form of union which rpcgen generates). As rewritten, it looks something like
the following.
#include "example1.h" /* generated by rpcgen */
result * get_utilization_1(void)
{
static result answer

/* try to gather the statistics (never mind how) */
if (it_worked) {
answer.result_u.userlist = what_we_gathered
answer.discrim = success
}
else {
answer.result_u.why_failure = why_it_failed
answer.discrim = failure
}
return & answer
}

The change was a modest one, but that is not our point. The programmer had to understand a number
of things about the correspondence between the language of the stub compiler and the programming
language in order to get the program into the correct form. This need for mental translation is avoided
when the interface declaration language and programming language are more tightly integrated to begin
with, as they are with a single-translator approach.
These diculties are inherent in the two-translator approach. Other stub compilers may do better
than rpcgen in making some of the steps convenient, or in providing more overall expressiveness in the IDL
(for example, OSF DCE's IDL is suciently expressive to cover most things that C programmers want to
do), but all add-on RPC packages require programmers to do some mapping between two dierent type
systems. Also, all such packages require treating the IDL le as something requiring a special compilation
step it is not directly usable as include le. Mechanically, the stub compiler produces many outputs
(a header le, and several source les, some of which need to be incorporated into client and some into
server). The Concert/C case had none of those complexities, although it did require some declaration to
be done (of course).
It happens that SUN ONC with rpcgen also requires an explicit \binding" call (and subsequent error
handling) in the client program in order to produce a \client RPC handle." It also requires that that
handle be passed to the client stub procedure, making the RPC considerably less transparent. We won't
show that here, since other add-on RPC packages, such as OSF DCE, succeed in hiding this particular
source of complexity (about as well as Concert/C does) for this simple one-server case. However, in the
next section we will see that a small change to the problem will force explicit binding and some form of
\RPC handle" to be used in all known RPC tools that use the two-translators approach.
A server main procedure is generated automatically by rpcgen just as it is for simple-enough cases
with Concert/C.
Before leaving this simple example, we consider a variation: suppose that the server had already been
written using SUN ONC and rpcgen, and we wish to call it from a Concert/C client. Concert/C does not
require that the server be rewritten in Concert/C to accomplish this. To write the client, we recognize that
the server was written using a technology that requires certain restricted forms for function signatures,
and simply change our view to conform to its, by slightly modifying the Concert/C declaration.
struct result {
enum status discrim
switch_is(discrim)]
union result {
case(success)]
struct user * userlist
case(failure)]
enum reason why_failure
} u
}
struct result * get_utilization(void)

Then, in the Concert/C client program we have the following EBF logic.3
cn_sunrpc_import(HOST, GET_U_PROG, GET_U_VERS,
GET_U_PROC, 0, "udp", get_utilization)

needs to be given some value (the host on which the appropriate SUN ONC server resides).
,
, and GET U PROC are constants for the program number, version number, and
procedure number assigned by rpcgen. The 0 indicates that the portmapper is to be used (a nonzero
here would be taken as a well-known port) and the next argument indicates which of SUN ONC's two
primary protocols are to be used. The last argument is, of course, a reference to the function which is
being imported. After executing this EBF macro, we can call the imported function get utilization
just as before. A similar approach could be used for the dual of this variation: where the client is written
using rpcgen and the server using Concert/C.
An EBF macro such as is illustrated here, although provided as a preprocessor macro backed by a
library function, could actually not be supported in such a convenient form without our single-translator
approach that is, it requires language extensions underneath. In the expansion of this macro, the primitive language extensions crt marshall plan(get utilization) and crt microstub(get utilization)
are employed. The Concert/C compiler, which knows the type of function get utilization, responds
to the rst of these directives by generating a table of anonymous stubs (called a \marshall plan"). This
avoids requiring any static name to be assigned to such stubs in the event that the type of the last
argument were to be a function pointer. The value of this will be seen in the next section.
Similarly, because the compiler \knows" that that get utilization is a function and not a function
pointer, it responds to the second directive by providing a function body (known as a \microstub")
which adjusts for the di erence in calling mechanics between the two. This permits the underlying
library function to always produce a function pointer result, making it more general.
Two key points are illustrated by this variation. First, it is possible to have the advantages of
Concert/C while still interoperating with the non-Concert world we use EBFs to express this. Indeed,
one can use the sunrpc and osf dce4 EBFs in the same program, and interoperate with both SUN
ONC and OSF DCE. Of course, to actually deliver interoperability with SUN ONC and OSF DCE
components is also a challenge5 for protocol management in the runtime and in stub compilation we
deal with this aspect of Concert/C in 5]. Second, supporting dynamic EBFs is greatly aided by having
a single-translator approach. The compiler was able to discover the need to do stub compilation, and do
it without assigning static xed names to stubs no separate stub compilation was needed.
HOST
GET U PROG GET U VERS

3.2 Transparent RPC, Multiple Servers, Dynamic Relationship

Now let's change the problem slightly, in order to see where the power of Concert/C really pays o .
Suppose we want to write a client which will invoke multiple instances of the server subroutine described
in the previous section, each of these to execute on a di erent machine. Suppose, further, that the list of
machines is given on the command line, and so not known statically. And suppose, nally, that we have
not pre-planned which machines will need to run these servers, and so we have not arranged for them to
be started automatically by inetd, would not register them with the portmapper, etc. In short, we want
to start them as needed (\on the y") and terminate them when we are nished.
To do this in Concert/C, we would not have to change the header le at all (beyond what we did
already in the previous section), and we would not need to change the server subroutine either. We would
discard the server ccc source containing automain, and use, instead, the following variation.

#include "example1.h"
3 In the present Concert/C implementation, we have only an executable macro form for the \sunrpc" EBF, which is why
we don't use the declarative syntax such a syntax may be added soon.
4 Under development.
5 There is no uniform mechanism for handling external events within a Unix process nor is there an API for routing
event streams to the various API's which wish to consume them like the X Windows library, or the Sun RPC or OSF DCE
runtimes.

initial port get_utilization_t get_utilization
main()
{
accept(get_utilization)
}

The accept operator provides the \rendezvous" facility for Concert/C. The main program illustrated
above accepts exactly one call to get utilization and then exits. By making get utilization the
initial port, we tell the compiler that not only will it be called remotely, but the Concert/C process
which creates this process (the \parent") will automatically get a pointer to it. We lost the automatic
main, but the main which we had to write was trivial. With any of the various two-translators approaches,
we would also have to write a main procedure for this case, and it would be far from trivial.
The new client, now a full- edged Concert/C program, looks something like this.
/* somewhere: define the server program name as SERVER_NAME */
#include "example1.h"
#include "concert.h" /* get the cn_ library functions and macros */
main(int argc, char *argv])
{
char * host
get_utilization_t * get_utilization_p
union result a
program pgm = cn_prog_init()
cn_prog_set_name(pgm, SERVER_NAME)
while (host = *(++argv))
{
cn_prog_set_host(pgm, host)
if (create(pgm, &get_utilization_p) == cn_noprocess)
{ /* deal with create error */ }
switch(get_utilization_p(&a))
{ /* like original client */
case success:
/* display result list anchored at a.user_list */
break
case failure:
/* report failure reason from a.why_failure */
}
}

Recall that there are Concert/C extensions in the header le these are still needed, of course. We have
added two new ones. The create keyword provides a new primitive operator (create is not a library
function, though its syntax mimics one). The program keyword provides a new data type, generally
called a \program description." A program description is a complex reference to a program, designating
the program's le name, the machine it is to run on, and various options for instantiating it. The various
cn prog library functions are used to initialize program descriptions.
The create primitive puts a program into execution, yielding a value of type process (called a
\process handle") as its expression value, and possibly mutating its second argument, which will receive a
pointer to the initial function or queue in the created process. This pointer can be used to communicate
with the \child." If we had retained the process handle in this example, we could have later used it used
with the terminate operator to cancel the child's execution (by the \severest" available means). This
was not necessary since the child program was written to terminate voluntarily after one call. The only
use we made of the process handle in the example was to compare it to special process handle value
cn noprocess which would mean that no child was created (a richer exception handling facility exists in

Concert/C but is not discussed in this paper). We used the pointer to the child's initial function in order
to make an RPC to the child.
What is illustrated here is the joint power of providing process dynamics along with communication,
and also using function pointers (which are anonymous and re-assignable) to express remoteness. By
using this approach, we were able to write a highly dynamic client which was not much more complicated
than the original static client. Although it may not be obvious at rst, a single-translator solution is
needed to make a pointer-based approach work e ectively. Because create is an operator and not a
function, ccc is involved in analyzing the type of its second argument, and detects that it is a pointer to
a pointer to a function of a particular type. The necessary \marshall plan" (anonymous stub table) is
generated automatically and associated with each pointer value generated by successive calls to create.
In fact, only one physical marshall plan is generated it is reused with di erent \ministubs." A Concert/C ministub captures the specic information needed to nd a particular server instance containing a
remote procedure or queue. It arranges to call the right stub from the right marshall plan with the right
routing information. This frees the application from any need to manipulate \RPC handles" or other
explicit binding information and keeps RPCs \transparent" even while directing them to specic servers.
With any two-translators approach, since information from the two translators is merged only at
link time, a static name (visible to the linker) must be assigned to each generated stub. If a stub is
to be generated for each function type to support an indenite (and dynamically determined) number
of instances of that type, the add-on RPC package has no choice but to use a \client RPC handle" or
similar construct to discriminate among server instances, making RPC inherently less transparent and
requiring the application to become involved in the binding process.

3.3 Parallelism, Messaging, Passing Bindings

A further elaboration of our sample program shows some other convenience features of Concert/C. Suppose that the gathering of statistics at the server was expected to take a long time, so that it was useful
to run all the servers in parallel. We would, therefore, like to restructure our application so that, rst,
RPCs are made to all servers asking them to start gathering the statistics, and then, as they gather them,
the servers send the statistics back, asynchronously, in parallel. A set of declarations which is reasonable
for this purpose is the following.
enum status { success, not_authorized, system_error }
/* the above collapses what used to be 'status' and 'reason' */
struct report { /* report on one user at one machine */
char * machine
char * name
unsigned long cpu
unsigned long memory
unsigned long disk
}
/* the above is no longer a linked list, and a union is no longer used */
typedef receiveport {struct report} report_port
typedef enum status start_gathering_t(report_port * answer)

Note that no Concert/C attribute lists are needed for this set of declarations. That is because no
arrays (other than character strings), unions, aliased pointers, or parameters of uncertain directionality are employed. A new language extension is present, however, in the receiveport declaration. A
receiveport is simply a queue of messages of any type. We also declare a function type designed to be
the initial function of each server. This function is passed a receiveport pointer which will be kept
by the server and used later to send results back. The initial function returns an enum status indicating
whether the server is capable of carrying out the request.
The server would look something like this.
#include "example3.h"

report_port * answer_port
initial port enum status start_gathering(report_port * answer)
{
/* set up to gather statistics */
if (/* can do it */)
{
answer_port = answer /* save queue pointer */
return success
}
else
/* return one of the failure codes */
}
main()
{
struct report r
accept(start_gathering) /* one call to initial port */
while (/* gathering statistics */)
{
/* gather record for a user in r */
send(answer_port, r)
}
/* build special 'null user' record in r */
send(answer_port, r) /* logical end of file */
}

The client to invoke this server would begin with the same logic as was used in the previous section,
creating the servers and invoking their initial ports. However, as an argument to each call, it now passes
the address of its receiveport called answer queue. It would issue messages for those servers that
couldn't perform the task, and count how many could. Then, it would do something like the following.
...
report_port answer_queue
struct report r
...
/* initial logic as described above */
...
while(server_count)
{
receive(answer_queue, &r)
if (/* real user element */)
add_to_report(r)
else /* logical end of file for a server */
server_count--
}
print_report()
}

Doing something similar in add-on RPC packages is sometimes possible, although many such packages
do not provide asynchronous messaging. The most obvious way in which the single-translator helps
here is that ccc can check whether the send and receive operations are type correct, nding errors
sooner. In addition, the simple structure of the solution is greatly aided by being able to pass pointers to
receiveports as rst class values. These values are both typed and anonymous. The compiler generates

the necessary \marshall plans" (anonymous stubs) automatically, and makes sure they are associated
with each value of type \pointer to receiveport" as it is being received. First class typed, anonymous
pointers cannot be provided with a \two translators" solution, again, because all stubs must be tied to a
concrete symbol which is visible at link time. An add-on RPC package can, therefore, at best make some
form of \connection handle" rst-class. Although anonymous, such a handle is not typed, and therefore
introduces more possibility of error.

4 Implementation
To enhance portability, the core of the Concert/C compiler is implemented as a preprocessor which
executes after the ANSI C preprocessor, and before the ANSI C compiler. The compiler shell ccc invokes
the local ANSI compiler in preprocess-only mode, passes the output through the Concert/C preprocessor,
and feeds the result to the local ANSI compiler.
Before producing an executable, ccc invokes a pre-linker, which scans the object les and performs
operations which require a global view of the program. This usually produces a small amount of code and
data which is turned into an object le and combined with the other les to form the nal executable.
To support debugging with plain C tools, and also to ensure that error messages from the C compiler
are understandable, ccc passes ANSI C code directly into its output stream wherever possible, examining
it without modifying it. Line number information is captured and preserved. Unlike the cfront implementation of C++ 31], ccc does not \mangle" names. Concert/C programs, including ones instantiated
by create can be debugged with tools such as dbx and gdb.
The compiler does, however, analyze all the declarations and statements in the program. Concert/C
operations are checked and translated. The presence of any port function or receiveport declaration,
or of an invocation of create (which may import one function or receiveport pointer), or a call to
any function which has a function or receiveport pointer as an argument, triggers an analysis phase.
The Concert/C type is examined and any missing attribute annotations are inferred and checked. These
fully-annotated types are then fed into code which emits stub functions. Stubs are compiled for multiple
protocols, with the nal selection delayed until runtime.
The runtime is invoked on every RPC and every Concert/C operation. It dynamically selects among
available protocols based on which pathways exist to the destination. Currently, it supports four protocols: SUN/RPC, OSF/DCE, our own UDP multicast protocol, and one based on shared memory
\pointer passing" (between Concert/C processes implemented as threads in the same address space).
The prototype permits Concert processes to interoperate with existing SUN/RPC components (such as
NIS).
Many more details on the implementation are provided in 5].

5 Related Work
In the Concert project, we choose to extend multiple existing languages to best satisfy the con icting
goals of (1) hiding complexity and (2) building on an existing base of already-written code and programmer skills. A new language designed to support distributed computing (e.g., Argus 20], SR 1], NIL
30], Emerald 10], Hermes 29] a survey may be found in 7]) can hide complexity very well for those
programmers willing to learn the new language. We will not engage in a feature by feature comparison
with these languages, many of which have in uenced Concert/C (particularly NIL and Hermes, which,
like SR, share Concert/C's philosophy of providing both message-passing and RPC). Because such new
languages must be learned, and programmers using them cannot easily draw on a large body of alreadywritten code to perform routine tasks, they are not often used in the day-to-day practice of distributed
computing. Also (although this is not inherent in the approach), the existing implementations of these
new languages have not been \multi-protocol" they are constructed in terms of a single protocol suite.
At the opposite extreme, commercial packages (such as OSF/DCE 25], Apollo NCS 19], PeerLogic's
Pipes, Momentum's XIPC, Horizon's Message Express, or SUN ONC 32])) and software tools (such as
Matchmaker 18], Courier 34], Horus 16], and HRPC 8]) permit programmers to continue using familiar

languages and to incorporate existing code. Many of these packages are \multi-protocol" at the transport
level (they work over many transport protocols), although only HRPC is \multi-protocol" at the RPC
protocol level (interoperating with other RPC-based tools, as does Concert/C).
All of the tools in this second category are either pure library based or (more usually) follow the
two-translators model (with a separate stub compiler). As we have attempted to show in our previous
discussion of the Concert/C language, this approach limits the extent to which complexity can be hidden
from the programmer. In addition, few of these tools provide for process management, often they provide
only RPC or only messaging, instead of both, and the RPC-based ones often support demultiplexing of
requests at the server only indirectly via an associated thread package. Partly because function is dened
at a low level, but mostly because of the limitations of the \two translators" approach, the library
APIs of the most powerful tools in this class become quite complex.6 Tools attempting to address the
residual complexity of library-based packages 24, 23] typically generate, in addition to stubs, a prologue
to establish a program's initial connectivity, and also help automate the program construction process.
Such tools are best at making simple \clients" that use a relatively static set of \servers." They provide
only very limited help in writing servers, nor do they help when programs have evolving interrelationships.
The \single-translator" or \language extensions" approach of Concert/C is shared by some other
e orts, most notably Linda 15]. Linda has a radically di erent model of computation than Concert/C (a
shared tuple space), which makes it particularly e ective for parallelizing single applications. However,
we believe that Concert/C's model of computation, in which connectivity is modeled explicitly, is more
appropriate for client/server applications (indeed, most of the tools cited above share Concert/C's view).
In client/server applications, components often belong to semi-independent administrative domains, and
the connectivity of the resulting \multi-application" is constantly changing.
Concurrent C 14] is also an extension to C, but we classify it as a new language because legacy
C code almost always has to be reworked and must be recompiled in order to be incorporated into
a Concurrent C program. Concurrent C has primitives for process creation and termination and has
similar communication and synchronization semantics to Concert/C, but there are many di erences
re ecting Concurrent C's \single parallel application" design point. In Concurrent C, any process that
has the other process' handle can invoke any of its exported procedures, and can also kill it Concert/C
provides a much ner granularity of control which is particularly important when crossing administrative
boundaries. Concert/C provides all the necessary type system extensions to support the transmission
of arbitrary C data structures across heterogeneous system boundaries Concurrent C, lacking any such
extension, requires either shared memory or a homogeneous distributed memory cluster. Concurrent C
requires that the program bodies to be instantiated as processes be statically bound into a single program
Concert has no such requirement. One consequence of this di erence is that Concert programs may be
developed and instantiated by independent programmers in independent administrative domains and still
communicate with each other.
PCN 12] is a new language with a C-compatible type system and the ability to link with C. However,
when using PCN, all distributed logic is written strictly in PCN C subroutines perform only local
computation. With Concert/C, it is possible to make legacy C code directly invoke a remote function
though originally written to perform only local function calls, or be invoked remotely though originally
written to be invoked only locally. The degree of integration between old and new logic is therefore much
greater with Concert/C.
As mentioned, while many tools support multiple transport protocols, almost none are designed to
support multiple RPC protocols and also to interoperate with components using those protocols but not
using the same programming tool. An exception is HRPC 8], a two-translators tool which does, however,
have this multiple RPC protocols feature. Several things di erentiate Concert/C from HRPC. Because it
gets less help at translation time, HRPC uses a largely interpretive approach at runtime, in which explicit
calls must be made through three layers of protocol support (control, data representation, and transport)
in order to resolve the protocol. Concert/C pre-compiles for a set of target protocols at compile time
and makes a single selection at runtime, after which all marshalling and demarshalling may be done by
6 For example, OSF/DCE 25] has a published programming interface comprising 157 RPC and threads function calls,
not counting the ones used privately by stubs.

compiled code. In HRPC, once a protocol is selected for a particular RPC handle, that protocol is xed.
In Concert/C, as a rst-class pointer to a function or queue is passed around the network, it retains
knowledge of all protocols capable of reaching the process which denes the function or queue. Di erent
protocol selections may be made by di erent senders at di erent times in the lifetime of the binding.

6 Status
The current Concert/C prototype runs on AIX 3.2 on IBM Risc System/6000s, SunOS 4.1 and Solaris 2.2
on Sun workstations, and on OS/2 2.1. We have begun ports to VM/CMS and MVS, and are planning
one to Windows/NT.
Programmers have used Concert/C to improve the performance of their applications in several ways,
including parallelizing bottlenecks, and reducing communications by moving code next to its input data.
For example, one large Concert/C application searches a database of genetic information on 64 Risc
System/6000s in parallel 11]. Another Concert/C application uses similar search techniques to perform
complex visual pattern recognition 27]. Concert/C has been used to connect a natural language textual
query program to a collection of large, geographically dispersed text repositories 22]. The Global Desktop
project uses Concert/C to enable the graphical interconnection of running applications, thus enabling
cooperative computing over a network 21]. Yet another application has used Concert/C for the collection
and analysis of time series data for the observation of seismic sensored phenomena 28].
The current prototype performs well. The round trip delay for an RPC that communicates a single
integer takes 8 ms, little more than Sun RPC's 5 ms delay.7 Transmission of arrays achieves a bandwidth
of 0.5 Mbyte/sec. This performance compares favorably with other systems for parallel programming, like
pvm 33] and C-linda 15], as studied in 13]. The measurement program is in the Concert/C Tutorial 17].
Parsons 26] has compared the usability and performance of Concert/C with other tools for distributed
programming including Isis 9] and PVM 33].

7 Future Work
Concert/C is the rst of a set of compatible extensions to important programming languages. Thus, we
may build Concert/Cobol, Concert/Fortran, Concert/C++, etc. Each of these languages will implement
a distributed computing model called the process model: a distributed program is composed of a set of
sequential processes communicating by RPC and asynchronous message passing 35, 2]. These languages
will interoperate, so that a Concert/Cobol process could serve an RPC by a Concert/C process. To
support data interoperability, IPC messages are mapped in and out of a Concert Universal type family,
as described in 6].
We are expanding the support for OSF/DCE to further exploit DCE services such as naming and
security, and to provide richer interoperability with DCE components not written using Concert/C.
These improvements will be made available in the anonymous ftp version later this year. We are currently designing Concert/C++, and are investigating preliminary designs for Concert/Fortran. We are
also interested in developing tools for process management and control, such as a distributed visualizer/debugger, and utilities which aid in the design of interoperable interfaces, using the internal function
signature representation as an intermediate form to mediate the search for equivalent representations in
di erent languages. We are also investigating improvements to the run-time to add group communication
and fault-tolerant primitives such as causal and atomic multicast 9].
The Unix implementations of Concert/C, together with comprehensive documentation, including a
tutorial 17], a programmer's manual 4] and example code, are available via anonymous ftp 8 .
7 We measured this performance between IBM RS/6000 workstations connected by a 16Mbit token ring, and communicating via Sun RPC over TCP/IP.
8 from software.watson.ibm.com:/pub/concert
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